A buffer with style
«It is essential to be close to the customer and to understand exactly what you are working out solutions for.»
In the future, KOHLER SDMO’s rental power generators are
going to include an elastomer component with a textured
surface. From KOHLER SDMO’s design patent, the developers
at Angst+Pfister struck out in a creative direction so that
during loading and unloading, the generators impress –
and their visual appeal is not lost.
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Maintaining close ties with the customers
“KOHLER SDMO then asked what we could do with the surface texture
of the protective bumpers so that the generators stayed looking good
for as long as possible.” Ultimately, the metal-rubber components
should make the KOHLER SDMO products stand out on the market –
as a brand with high quality standards. “To make this possible, it is
crucial to be customer focused and exactly understand the purpose
of the solutions under development,” maintains Raphael Friedli. He
and the engineers at Angst+Pfister’s International Research & Development Centre drew their inspiration from plastics technology. The
idea was to give the protective bumper a kind of leather look, as is
already known, for example, from the plastic parts of car interiors.
“I had never seen anything similar for buffers,” says Raphael Friedli.
Abrasion-resistant, weatherproof and visually
appealing: Angst+Pfister developed the
leather-like surface texture in no time at all.

Documenting quality
Producing rubber with a surface like this was no great cost factor.
“We are in a position to do this efficiently,” explains Raphael Friedli.
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The surface patterns are first tool etched with acid. To perfect the
look, Angst+Pfister also painted parts of the metal plates, to which
the bumper rubber is attached, black. The bumpers, however, not
only had to be and remain immaculate, they also had to protect the
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